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Introduction
Controlled inertial confinement fusion (ICF) has been pur-
sued in laboratories for decades, in both indirect-drive1–3 
and direct-drive4–6 schemes. A typical ICF target consists 
of layered solid deuterium–tritium (DT) covered with an 
ablator layer.7 The ablator layer is used to convert the laser 
and/or x-ray energy to the kinetic energy of the imploding 
shell (besides compressing it) by the rocket effect through 
the ablation process. Polystyrene (CH) is often chosen as the 
ablator material7 since it is inexpensive and easy to make. 
Upon x-ray or laser ablation, the CH ablator can be shocked 
to pressures up to tens of Mbars. The target convergence 
can further bring the CH-layer pressure to Gbars, or even 
hundreds of Gbars at peak compression. Besides ICF appli-
cations, CH is also often used as an effective ablator for 
high-energy-density–physics (HEDP) experiments.8–10 The 
properties of CH plasmas under such high-energy-density 
conditions are essential for understanding ICF and HEDP 
experiments involving CH ablators. 

Because of its importance to ICF, the plasma properties of 
polystyrene have been extensively studied in both experiment 
and theory. For example, the principal Hugoniot of CH has 
been measured using gas-gun experiments11 and laser/x-ray–
launched shocks.12–16 The measured pressures, temperatures, 
and reflectivity of shocked CH compare well with state-of-the-
art calculations using first-principles methods17–19 along the 
principal Hugoniot. The original SESAME model (Table 7593 
for CH) gave a reasonable Hugoniot in the pressure range that 
experiments explored, while it overestimated the Hugoniot 
temperatures.18,19 Off the principal Hugoniot, we calculated the 
equations of state over a wide range of CH-plasma conditions 
and constructed a first-principles equation-of-state (FPEOS) 
table of CH for ICF applications. The FPEOS of CH has shown 
significant differences for warm-dense-plasma conditions19 
when compared to the original SESAME model. Its effect on 
ICF implosions has been examined in hydrodynamic simula-
tions: a smaller mass ablation rate was predicted with the CH 
FPEOS. This prompts us to consider other plasma properties 
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such as ionization and thermal conductivity that can be self-
consistently extracted from such first-principles calculations 
for ICF and HEDP applications.

Thermal conductivity (l) is an important plasma property 
that is needed in ICF simulations because it determines the 
heat transport in ICF plasmas and affects the hydrodynamic 
instability growth in ICF implosions.20 In traditional ICF simu-
lations, plasma-physics models of thermal conductivity were 
adopted in hydrocodes. For example, the Spitzer model21 has 
been extensively used for classical plasmas. However, such an 
analytical model breaks down in warm-dense-plasma condi-
tions since the Spitzer Coulomb logarithm becomes negative 
for low-temperature and high-density plasmas. To overcome 
this difficulty of computing l for warm dense plasmas, the 
Lee–More model22 was developed in the 1980s with the first-
order approximation to the Boltzmann equation. The Purgatorio 
model23 and the SCAALP model,24 developed about a decade 
ago, are both based on the average atom model. In the past, 
quantum-molecular dynamics (QMD) calculations of l have 
been performed for ICF-relevant materials of deuterium25–29 

and CH/CH2 (Refs. 30–32). These first-principles calculations 
have indicated a larger l for warm dense D2 and CH plasmas 
than the predictions of the Lee–More model that was widely 
adopted in hydrocodes for ICF simulations. These QMD calcu-
lations, however, have been performed for only a few specific 
density-temperature conditions of CH plasmas. To test whether 
or not such an enhanced l of CH will affect ICF simulations, 
one must extend such QMD calculations to a wide range of 
plasma conditions, similar to the deuterium case in Ref. 29. 
In this article, we report on such an endeavor to “gauge” the 
global behavior of CH thermal conductivity from direct QMD 
calculations of l for a wide range of CH plasma conditions. 
The obtained analytical form of l, fitted with the generalized 
QMD Coulomb logarithm, has then been used in hydrodynamic 
simulations to explore its effect in ICF implosions. Our results 
show that the lQMD simulations give an +20% variation in 
neutron yield and peak hot-spot pressure when compared to 
the use of the traditional Lee–More model. 
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A brief description of the QMD method is presented that 
combines the orbital-based Kohn–Sham molecular dynamics 
(KSMD) method with the orbital-free molecular dynamics 
(OFMD). Since all physics models of the thermal conductiv-
ity invoked the use of an effective ionic charge in single-fluid 
ICF simulations, we first present the OFMD calculations of 
the average ionization Z`  and Z2 j of CH over a wide range 
of plasma densities and temperatures. The obtained G ZH and 
GZ 2H are then fitted with a Saha-type model, while the KSMD-
derived thermal conductivities of CH are compared with the 
Lee–More model and fitted with the generalized Coulomb 
logarithm [(lnK)QMD]. The lQMD effects on ICF implosions 
for both OMEGA and National Ignition Facility (NIF) targets 
are presented, followed by the conclusions. 

The Quantum-Molecular Dynamics Method
The QMD method is an effective first-principles method for 

simulating warm dense plasmas,33–36 where quantum mechan-
ics is used to describe the dynamics of electrons in combination 
with classical molecular dynamics for the ion motion. To make 
the quantum-mechanical computations of a many-electron 
system feasible, the traditional QMD method is based on the 
density functional theory (DFT).37–39 Depending on the choice 
of DFT implementation, the QMD method can be either orbital 
based or orbital free. For instance, the KSMD method uses the 
plane-wave basis in a finite-temperature DFT format, which has 
been implemented in the Vienna ab-initio simulation package 
(VASP),40–42 while the OFMD method43 represents the elec-
tronic free energy as a direct function of the electronic density 
through a semiclassical expansion of the Mermin functional. 
The KSMD method can handle dense plasmas, but only up to 
the Fermi temperature; the large number of basis functions 
needed for high-T plasmas renders KSMD as computationally 
impractical. In contrast, the OFMD method is suitable for high-T 
plasma simulations. Combining the two first-principles methods 
of KSMD and OFMD, we are able to simulate a wide range of 
plasma conditions. Since both methods have been documented 
elsewhere, only a brief description follows. 

1. KSMD
The KSMD method implemented in VASP is based on the 

finite-temperature density functional theory (FTDFT). To be 
specific, the electrons are treated quantum-mechanically by 
plane-wave FTDFT calculations using the Perdew–Burke–
Ernzerhof exchange-correlation functional44 in the generalized 
gradient approximation. The electron–ion interaction is modeled 
by a projector-augmented wave (PAW) pseudopotential. 
The system was assumed to be in local thermodynamical 
equilibrium with equal electron and ion temperatures (Te = Ti). 

The ion temperature was kept constant through simple velocity 
scaling during a molecular-dynamics simulation. 

A periodically replicated cubic cell is used with equal num-
bers of C and H atoms. The plasma density and the number of 
atoms determine the volume of the cell. For the present simu-
lations of densities below t = 17.5 g/cm3, we have employed 
250 atoms in total, while a total of 432 atoms were used for 
densities of t $ 25 g/cm3. For each molecular-dynamics 
(MD) step, a set of electronic-state functions for each k point 
is self-consistently determined for an ionic configuration. 
Under the Born–Oppenheimer approximation, the ions are 
moved classically with a velocity Verlet algorithm, according 
to the combined ionic and electronic forces. Repeating the two 
steps propagates the system in time, resulting in a set of self-
consistent ion configurations and electronic-state functions. 
These trajectories provide a consistent set of static, dynamic, 
and optical properties of the simulated CH plasmas. 

The C-point sampling of the first Brillion zone in the cubic 
cell was employed and tested with a 2 # 2 # 2 Monkhorst–Pack 
k-point grid. It was found that the resulting thermal conductiv-
ity varies <5%. To converge the plasma property calculations, 
the plane-wave cutoff energy was set to Emax = 1000 eV and 
the PAW potentials were adopted with tight cores (core radii 
of 1.1 and 0.8 atomic units for C and H, respectively). A large 
number of energy bands (up to Nb = 11,000) have been included 
to ensure that the population of the highest energy band is 
<10–4. For the lowest temperature, 500 bands and a time step 
of Dt = 0.5 fs were used, while at the highest temperature, 
a larger number of bands (11,000) and a small time step of 
Dt = 0.011 fs were used. 

To calculate the electronic thermal conductivity of CH 
plasmas, the linear response of the plasma to an electric field 
E and a temperature gradient dT are considered, which induce 
the electric current je and the heat flux jq:
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For plasmas having no electric current (je = 0), the above equa-
tions in combination with the definition of dj Tq -l=  give the 
thermal conductivity
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with the Onsager coefficients given by Lij / Lij(0). The 
frequency-dependent Onsager coefficients can be calculated 
using the Kubo–Greenwood formalism45,46 
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where V is the atomic volume, Em (En) is the energy of the mth 
(nth) state, and H is the enthalpy (per atom) of the system. Fmn 
is the difference between the Fermi–Dirac distributions for the 
involved states m and n at temperature T. The velocity matrix 
elements Dmn can be evaluated from the VASP wave functions. 
In practical calculations, the d function in Eq. (4) is approxi-
mated by a Gaussian function of width DE (-0.1 to 0.5 eV). 
The resulting l was averaged over at least five snapshots of 
uncorrelated configurations along the MD trajectories. The 
convergence of l required a much larger number of energy 
bands (+2 to 3#) than for the MD simulation.

2. OFMD
The development of OFMD has been documented else-

where.43 In the OFMD method, the free energy is approximated 
by a direct function of the electronic density through a semiclas-
sical expansion of the Mermin functional. The leading- and next-
to-leading-order expansions, in terms of the Planck constant h, 
give the well-known finite-temperature Thomas–Fermi model. 
To preserve the electronic density beyond the cutoff radius, the 
OFMD method has introduced a norm-conserving regularization 
by imposing an analytical form to the electronic density within 
the cutoff volume. The local-density approximation (LDA) has 
been used for the electron exchange correlation functional in our 
OFMD simulations. The time steps used in these calculations 
vary from 2.4 # 10–2 fs to 4.8 # 10–3 fs, depending on the density 
and temperature of the CH plasma. The pressures calculated 
from both KSMD and OFMD methods at the temperature 
“boundary” of T - TF are matched well (within <1%). 

Since the OFMD method is not based on the plane-wave 
orbital expansion, it does not give wave functions as in KSMD; 
therefore, the transport properties of plasmas at high tempera-
tures cannot be extracted directly from the current OFMD simu-

lations. The OFMD method is used to calculate the static plasma 
properties such as pressure and internal energy. The OFMD 
simulations can be used to estimate the average ionization in 
CH plasmas. It is noted that all electrons (core and valence) are 
considered in the OFMD method. Although there is no opera-
tor for ionization in a quantum many-body system, the concept 
of average ionization Z`  and Z2 j is extensively adopted in 
plasma physics models. To fit our KSMD-calculated thermal-
conductivity results with a generalized Coulomb logarithm for 
its use in hydrocodes, we must apply the OFMD calculations 
to obtain GZH and GZ 2H for a wide range of plasma conditions.

The OFMD calculations give the total pressure of CH 
plasmas. As described in previous references,30,47 one can 
use the orbital-free average atom model in conjunction with 
the pressure-matching mixing rule to calculate the average 
charge states for C and H atoms, respectively. For the case of 
LDA exchange correlation, the pressure matching is equivalent 
to equalizing the free-electron density of C and H atoms. Once 
the effective charge states ZC and ZH are obtained, the aver-
age ionization quantities of Z  and Z2  of CH plasmas can be 
computed as follows (as defined in our hydrocodes):

 ,Z Z Z 2C H= +_ i  (5)

 ,Z Z Z 22 2 2
C H= +` j  (6)

for an equal mixture of C and H atoms. The effective charge 
extensively used in hydrocodes is .Z Z Z2

eff =

Results and Discussions
1. The Average Ionization Z  and Z2  of CH

As described above, the OFMD method was used to estimate 
the average ionization of GZH and GZ 2H for CH plasmas of densi-
ties varying from t = 0.01 g/cm3 to t = 100 g/cm3 and tempera-
tures of T - 10.8 to 344.7 eV. As an example, Fig. 145.20 shows 
the comparison of G ZH as a function of CH density between the 
OFMD prediction and the Astrophysics Opacity Table (AOT)48 
for two plasma temperatures of T - 10.8 eV and T - 86.2 eV. It 
is noted that the AOT model, usually patched with cold opac-
ity in the warm-dense-plasma regime, is currently adopted in 
our hydrocodes for ICF simulations.49 Figure 145.20 shows 
that at relatively low densities (t < 1 g/cm3), the AOT model 
gives similar values of G ZH as the OFMD calculation for both 
temperatures, while significant differences are seen for higher 
densities at both temperatures. For instance, at T - 86.2 eV 
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there are discrepancies in G ZH between AOT and OFMD for 
densities around t = 10 g/cm3. Drastic differences are found 
for the case of a lower temperature at T - 10.8 eV: the cold-
opacity–patched AOT model does not give the correct behavior 
of pressure ionization when the CH density increases, which 
is in contrast to the OFMD prediction. Since low-temperature 
CH plasma conditions (T # 10 eV) are often encountered in ICF 
implosions,19 it is important that the correct G ZH be used for the 
thermal conductivity models in hydrocodes. 

As discussed above, the average ionization of CH plasmas 
was calculated over a wide range of densities for four different 
temperatures of T - 10.8 eV, 21.6 eV, 86.2 eV, and 344.7 eV. The 
resulting G ZH and G Z 2H are plotted in Figs. 145.21 and 145.22 
as open symbols. To use these average-ionization quantities 
in hydrocodes for ICF simulations, a “Saha-type” ionization 
model for CH plasmas was derived in which the average-
ionization fraction p is defined as
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where the ion density is defined as ,n ACHi t=  the electron’s 
thermal de Brogile wavelength is ,h m kT2e erK =  with the 

Planck constant h and the electron mass me, and the density/
temperature–dependent average-ionization potential has the 
following form (kT in eV):
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Figure 145.20
The orbital-free molecular dynamics (OFMD)-predicted average ionization 
G ZH as a function of CH density for two plasma temperatures of T - 10.8 eV and 
T - 86.2 eV, which are compared with the model predictions (open symbols) 
by the Astrophysics Opacity Table (AOT) currently used in our hydrocodes.

Figure 145.21
The OFMD-predicted average ionization G ZH as a function of CH density for 
plasma temperatures varying from T - 10.8 eV to T - 344.7 eV, which are 
fitted with the “Saha-type” ionization model described by Eq. (7). 

Figure 145.22
The OFMD-predicted average ionization square G Z 2H as a function of CH 
density for plasma temperatures varying from T - 10.8 eV to T - 344.7 eV, 
which are fitted with the Saha-type ionization model described by Eq. (9).
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with seven fitting parameters ai. In Eq. (8), the second term 
accounts for the continuum lowering in the plasma similar 
to the Stewart–Pyatt form,50 while the last term is for the 
pressure ionization. In Eq. (8), the ion–ion interdistance r0 
in terms of the Bohr radius aB is defined as n ACHi t=  and 
r 10 Ba= ` j n3 4 /1 3

ir_ i  with the ion density ni. The average 
atomic weight A A A 2CH C H= +_ i  is used for CH. The quan-
tity C0 is proportional to the ion–ion coupling parameter, i.e., 
C0 = 1/r0kT. Finally, the average ionization is expressed as 
Z Zmax# p=  with the maximum ionization of Zmax = 3.5 

for the equal mixture of C and H. Performing a least-square 
fitting to the OFMD data with the above Saha model, we 
determined the following fitting parameters: a0 = 87.222, 
a1  =  10.866, a2  =  –28.412, a3  =  17.915, a4 = −2.422, 
a5 = 0.595, and a6 = –2.369 # 10–2. The fitting is shown by 
lines in Fig. 145.21 for different temperatures varying from 
T - 1.35 eV to T - 1723 eV.

For the average ionization square GZ 2H, we adopted a similar 
model to fit the OFMD data, Z Zmax

2 2 # g=  with .Z 18 5max
2 =  

for CH, and g is determined as
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The best fit to the OFMD results yielded the following param-
eters: b0 = 2.055 # 10–3, b1 = 27.851, b2 = –5.087, b3 = 6.018, 
b4 = –7.908, b5 = 4.421, b6 = – 2.893, and b7 = 0.961. The 
model fitting of G Z 2H is illustrated in Fig. 145.22 by colored 
lines, which all compared well with the OFMD results. With 
a fit for both G ZH and G Z 2H, we can now derive the effective 
charge of CH plasmas by Z Z Z2

eff =  over a wide range of 
plasma conditions.

2. Thermal Conductivity lQMD of CH
Using the KSMD calculations with Eq. (3), we have 

calculated the thermal conductivity of CH plasmas for densities 
ranging from t = 0.5 g/cm3 to t = 100 g/cm3. For each density 
point, the lQMD calculations have been performed to the highest 
temperature approaching T - TF [the Fermi temperature 

.T mk n2 3 e
2

F 2 # r= /2 3
& _ i C  To test the effects of lQMD on 

ICF implosions, these results must be fitted in an analytical 
form. Similar to what we did for the deuterium case,29 the 
following function is used for the fitting (in a similar format of 
lLILAC currently used in our hydrocode LILAC):51 
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with the same Spitzer prefactor as used in lLILAC. Zeff is the 
effective charge of CH plasmas that was determined in The 
Average Ionization GZH and GZ 2H of CH, p. 21. The general-
ized QMD Coulomb logarithm is a sixth-order polynomial 
function of ion–ion coupling and electron degeneracy param-
eters (Ci, ie), which has the following form:

      l l l ,expn n nj
j

j
j

j
0

1

6

QMD i ec c v iK C= + +
=

_ _ _i i i8 B* 4/  (12)

with Z e r kT2 2
i SC =  and ,T Te Fi =  in which the Wigner–

Seitz radius is defined as rS = r0 # aB and the free-electron 
density of ne = ni # G ZH. Using a multivariable least-square fit-
ting to the lQMD data, we can determine the parameters cj and 
vj. To smoothly merge the lQMD results to the classical ideal 
plasma conditions (Ci % 1 and ie & 1), we have added high-
temperature lLILAC points into the dataset for the global fitting. 
The resulting fitting parameters are c0 = −0.482, c1 = –0.150 or 
+0.275, c2 = +0.193, c3 = +8.364 # 10–3, c4 = –5.287 # 10–3, 
c5 = –3.191 # 10–4, c6 = +2.666 # 10–5, v1 = +1.00 or +1.20, 
v2 = –0.225, v3 = −4.652 # 10−3, v4 = +3.805 # 10–3, 
v5 = –7.643 # 10–5, and v6 = –1.391 # 10–5. The choice for 
the two values of c1 and v1, either (c1, v1) = (−0.15,1.0) or 
(c1, v1) = (0.275,1.2), is to minimize the Coulomb logarithm 
for a better fit to the QMD results. The fitting results of (lnK)

QMD are plotted in Figs. 145.23(a) and 145.23(b) as functions of 
ln (Ci) and ln (ie), respectively. Overall, the global fitting with 
the above parameters gives only a small error of 5% or less.
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Figures 145.24 and 145.25 compare the QMD-based ther-
mal conductivities of CH plasmas with other models. The 
“hybrid” Lee–More model (lLILAC), which combined the 
Spitzer prefactor with the Lee–More Coulomb logarithm, is 
currently adopted in our hydrocode LILAC. The two others 
are the Ichimaru model52 for dense plasmas and the Hubbard 
model53 for fully degenerate electron gases. Figure 145.24 
compares lQMD with the different model predictions as a func-

tion of plasma temperature for CH densities of t = 1.05 g/cm3 
(solid density) and t = 4.0 g/cm3 (shocked CH). It is seen that 
lQMD is generally larger than lLILAC by a factor of +2 to 10 at 
T < 20 eV. As indicated in Fig. 145.24(b), the Hubbard model 
gives reasonably good results in the low-T regime, where the 
electron degeneracy effect dominates transport behavior, while 
the Ichimaru model gives the correct trend for plasma tem-
peratures approaching TF and above. As seen in Fig. 145.23, 
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The generalized Coulomb logarithm, derived from QMD calculations of thermal conductivity, is fitted with a polynomial function of (a) the ion–ion coupling 
parameter (Ci) and (b) the electron degeneracy parameter (ie) of CH plasmas [Eq. (12)]. 

Figure 145.24
Comparison of thermal conductivities of CH plasmas as functions of temperature between QMD calculations and different thermal-conductivity models, for 
CH densities of (a) t = 1.05 g/cm3 and (b) t = 4.0 g/cm3. The hybrid LILAC model (green dashed lines) used in our hydrocodes adopted the Lee–More model 
for the Coulomb logarithm with a Spitzer prefactor. The Hubbard model was based on fully degenerate electron gas, while the Ichimaru model considered 
microfield corrections in dense plasmas.
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strongly coupled and degenerate plasmas (Ci > 1 and ie < 1) 
lead to a smaller effective Coulomb logarithm that characterizes 
the electron collisions in plasmas, while the Lee–More model 
usually sets a minimum floor of (lnK)min = 2. The decrease in 
(lnK)QMD means a larger mean free path for electrons, thereby 
leading to higher thermal conductivity in QMD calculations 
that account for coupling and degeneracy effects in warm dense 
CH plasmas. Figures 145.25(a) and 145.25(b) show similar 
comparisons for higher CH densities at t = 10 g/cm3 and 
t = 25 g/cm3, respectively. Overall, it is seen that our current 
hybrid Lee–More model (lLILAC) underestimates the electronic 
thermal conductivity when compared with lQMD in the warm 
dense plasma regime. The enhancement of l in the warm dense 
CH plasmas may have implications in ICF simulations. 

The Effect of lQMD on ICF Simulations
With the implementation of both Zeff and lQMD into the 

hydrocode LILAC through the fitting formulas discussed 
above, their effects on ICF simulations may be examined. We 

first simulate a typical cryogenic DT implosion on OMEGA. 
Figure 145.26 shows the triple-picket laser pulse used for the 
implosion, while the inset illustrates the target dimensions. The 
cryogenic DT target on OMEGA has a 40-nm-thick DT ice 
layer covered by a 7.5-nm-thick deuterated-plastic (CD) abla-
tor. The total target radius is +432.5 nm. In the simulations a 
density scaling to obtain lQMD for CD from the above-derived 
lQMD for CH is used. The triple-picket pulse shape has been 
used extensively for implosions on OMEGA,54–56 which 
enables one to better control shock timing.57,58 
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Figure 145.26
The pulse shape and target dimension for a typical cryogenic DT target 
implosion on OMEGA.

The 1-D LILAC hydro simulation results are displayed in 
Fig. 145.27. Figure 145.27(a) compares density profiles between 
the lQMD simulation and the traditional lLILAC simulation at 
the end of the laser pulse (t = 2.96 ns). At this time the thin CD 
layer has been ablated away from the shell. The density of the 
imploding DT shell is plotted as a function of target radius. One 
sees that the lQMD simulation (solid red line) predicts the DT 
shell being behind the lLILAC case (DT shell is moving inward); 
the lQMD simulation also gives a slightly lower density than 
the lLILAC simulation. In the two simulations, we have kept all 
inputs the same except for the different thermal-conductivity 
model. Namely, we have employed the FPEOS for both CH19 
and DT,59 the first-principles opacity table for DT,49 and a flux-
limiter model for thermal transport. The larger value of lQMD 
causes more heat to flow into the high-density CD layer, while 

Figure 145.25
Similar to Fig. 145.24 but for CH densities of (a) t = 10 g/cm3 and (b) t = 
25 g/cm3.
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the electron temperature is reduced somewhat between the 
ablation front and the conduction zone when compared to the 
lLILAC case. This reduces the ablation efficiency, thereby leading 
to a slightly slower implosion. When the DT shell stagnates at 
t = 3.14 ns, the two simulations lead to certain differences in 
target performance. The comparisons are made in Fig. 145.27(b) 
for both peak densities in the shell and pressures in the hot spot. 
The peak density drops from tp - 220 g/cm3 predicted by the 
lLILAC simulation to tp - 180 g/cm3 in the lQMD simulation. 
Also, the hot-spot peak pressure decreases from P - 105 Gbar 
(lLILAC) to P - 84 Gbar (lQMD). Table 145.III summarizes 
the overall comparison in target performance from the two 
simulations with a variation in yield of +20%. 

The effects of lQMD are tested for a symmetric direct-
drive–ignition design on the NIF, as seen in Figs. 145.28 and 

145.29. The pulse shape is shown in Fig. 145.28, which is 
hydro-equivalently scaled from the above OMEGA target. It 
consists of a 180-nm-thick DT layer with a 35-nm CD ablator. 
The target diameter is about 3.43 mm, illustrated by the inset 
in Fig. 145.28. Results from the two simulations are shown in 
Fig. 145.29 for comparison. Figure 145.29(a) displays the DT 
shell’s density as a function of target radius for both lLILAC 
(blue dashed–dotted line) and lQMD (red solid line) simula-
tions. Similar to what was found for the implosion case on 
OMEGA, the NIF simulation using lQMD also indicates a slight 
slowdown in the implosion. This causes the difference seen in 
Fig. 145.29(b) at the start of the ignition burn. The comparison 
in target performance is summarized in Table 145.IV.

Figure 145.27
Comparison of density profiles and hot-spot pressures predicted by two 
hydrodynamic simulations using the new lQMD (red solid lines) and the 
traditional lLILAC (blue dashed–dotted lines), respectively. (a) The end of the 
pulse (t = 2.96 ns) and (b) the implosion reaching its peak neutron production 
(t = 3.14 ns). The overall target performances are compared in Table 145.III.

Figure 145.28
The pulse shape and target dimension for a symmetrical ignition design on 
the NIF.

Table 145.III: Comparison of target performance of a typical 
cryogenic DT implosion on OMEGA simulated 
with lQMD versus lLILAC of CD. The subscript “n” 
represents neutron-averaged quantities.

OMEGA lLILAC lQMD

Yield 1.9 # 1014 1.6 # 1014

Ppeak 105 Gbar 84 Gbar

GTiHn 4.17 keV 4.07 keV

GPHn 78 Gbar 72 Gbar

GtRHn 213 mg/cm2 208 mg/cm2
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The target performance is overall degraded in the lQMD 
simulation when compared with the predictions from the tra-
ditional lLILAC simulation. The lQMD simulation predicts that 
the hot-spot radius Rhot spot is slightly bigger and the hot-spot 
convergence ratio Chot spot decreases relative to the lLILAC case. 
The final gain is reduced by +15% in the lQMD simulation. 

Conclusion
Combining the first-principles methods of KSMD and 

OFMD, the ionization and thermal conductivity of CH plasmas 
for a wide range of ICF plasma conditions were investigated. The 
derived average ionization from OFMD calculations has large 
discrepancies with respect to the astrophysics model predictions 
in warm dense CH plasmas. The global behavior of GZH and GZ 2H 
has been fitted with a proposed Saha-type ionization model, 
which takes the continuum lowering and pressure ionization into 
account. The derived effective charge Z Z Z2

eff =  is then 
applied to the global fitting of thermal conductivities lQMD of 
CH plasmas, using a generalized Coulomb logarithm (lnK)QMD. 
The QMD-based models of Zeff and lQMD are implemented into 
our hydrocode for ICF simulations. Compared with the tradi-
tional simulations using AOT-based Zeff and lLILAC, the new 
simulations with QMD-based Zeff and lQMD have shown a 15% 
to +20% reduction in target performance (yield and energy gain) 
for both OMEGA and NIF implosions. It is anticipated that these 
plasma properties of CH, derived from first-principles calcula-
tions, will improve the predictions of ICF implosions and other 
HEDP experiments involving CH ablators. It may also further 
stimulate the ongoing experimental efforts to measure thermal 
conductivity in high-energy-density plasmas.60 
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